
	 Beginning in the late-1950s, The Twilight 
Zone scared the creep outta everybody. Forget 
the movies—with plane-riding gremlins, three-

eyed Martians and Talky 
Tina dolls, you weren’t 
even safe in your own living 
room anymore.

 JOHN ZACHERLE, 
a.k.a. “The Cool Ghoul,” 
began hosting Chiller 
Theatre on New 
York’s WPIX every
Saturday night starting in 
the early ’60s. The fright 
fest continued until 1978, featuring B-movie films such as 
1946’s Valley of the Zombies and 1959’s 
The Giant Gila Monster.

	 Creature Features in the 1960s and ’70s aired 
horror classics, introducing new generations to Dracula, 
Godzilla, The Blob and more on Saturday nights.

	 ABC’s Movie of the Week fea-
tured horror films specifically made 

for television. DAN CURTIS, 
creator of Dark Shadows, made 

Trilogy of Terror for the network, a 
busted anthology pilot starring KAREN BLACK 
that aired in three installments.

	 A droll meta-riff on the so-bad-it’s-
good folly of monster movies arrived in 

1988 with Mystery Science Theater 
3000. Born on KTMA Minneapolis, MST3K 
foregrounded characters’ DVD commentary-like banter 

about schlock cinema. Its stated mission of “making 
unwatchable movies essential viewing” amusingly 

redeemed terror-ble titles such as the im-
mortal Eegah. The series graduated to the 
Comedy Channel (later Comedy Central), 

where it aired for six seasons, signing off in 1997.

Sci-Fi Network 
(before its name change) 

unspooled Interceptor 
Force 2, its first original 

movie, in 2002. Sci-Fi at first 
acquired independent films until 
they noticed strong ratings, then 
got in on the action themselves, 
says THOMAS VITALE, Syfy 
original movies executive VP.

NBCUniversal launched the 
Chiller network in 2007, a channel 
dedicated to churning out horror 24/7. 

Syfy premiered Monster Ark, about Noah’s fictional monster vessel, in
 summer 2008. The series trended on yahoo.com during its premiere weekend and 
represented “the first time we really saw the power of social,” Vitale says. And social 
is what would help propel Sharknado to its killer status.

The word “sharknado” was a throwaway 
reference in ANTHONY C. FERRANTE’s 
2012 Syfy TV movie, Leprechaun’s Revenge. The 
network latched onto the idea, and from there, “it 

was like candy,” recalls Ferrante, who has directed 
both Sharknado outings.

Sharknado premiered in July 2013, trending on 
Twitter during the first airing. “It’s not sharks. It’s not a 

tornado. It’s a sharknado,” explains Ferrante. Continu-
ing a popular horror trend of featuring former stars (see the 
Warrior Princess herself, LUCY LAWLESS, in CBS’ 2005 
Vampire Bats or onetime pop princess TIFFANY in 2010’s 
Mega Piranha; better yet, don’t), 90210’s IAN ZIERING and 
early-aughts actress TARA REID played the two leads. 

Sharknado’s viewership rose in each
subsequent linear airing, from 1.37 million 
to 1.9 million to 2.1 million.

Sharknado 2, due Aug. 21, adds VIVICA A. FOX to the cast and relocates the 
shark-filled-tornado to New York (evidently, Superstorm Sandy wasn’t dramatic enough). 
Ferrante says to expect a nod to a Twilight Zone classic within the first few minutes. 
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Syfy’s insta-cult hit Sharknado, last summer’s Twitter crush, 
returns with a sequel and recalls the g(l)ory days of ‘creature features,’  
Rod Serling and the fright stuff that helped shape TV
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New Beast From 20,000 Fathoms 
Comes With Killer Social Stats
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“Nightmare at 20,000 
Feet” was a wild ride 
on The Twilight Zone in 

Karen Black topped 
ABC’s Trilogy of
 Terror in 1975.
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In Sharknado2, hitting theaters next month, the shark-infested
funnel cloud shakes up the streets and citizens of New York City.

Mega Piranha took on lots

of water for Syfy in 2010.
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